Blackboard Collaborate with the Ultra Experience

This course is designed for the busy teacher who needs a flexible way to quickly get up to speed using Collaborate with the Ultra experience. You’ll also have access to an expert Blackboard Collaborate consultant who will help guide you through the course and answer questions along the way. Participants will be able to practice suggested tasks in a Collaborate practice room, and you’ll have opportunities for knowledge checks throughout the course to solidify your understanding of the platform and web conferencing. You’ll be able to share your ideas by contributing to discussion boards and learn from the developing repository of ideas accumulated from other participants, who have previously completed the course.

WHO CAN BENEFIT FROM THIS COURSE

- Site administrators, teachers, course builders, and trainers who are new to Blackboard Collaborate with the Ultra experience.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

- Explain web conferencing as it applies to education.
- Explain the continuous release cycle as it applies to Collaborate.
- Compare and contrast session roles in the Ultra experience.
- Navigate and participate in a session using the Ultra experience.
- Set up a Collaborate session in the Ultra experience.
- Use Moderator tools to facilitate a Collaborate session in the Ultra experience.

WHAT TO EXPECT

- Facilitation: Yes, an instructor facilitates this course.
- Enrollment duration: 75 days
- Delivery method: This course is an online, asynchronous, self-paced course.
- Time commitment: 4-6 hours

Sign up for our trainings at http://k12training.blackboard.com or email openLMStraining@blackboard.com.